New Year update
Welcome to our latest update
Happy New Year from all of us
at YFM. What a great and busy
2014 we had. Looking back on
12 months there are some truly
memorable events, most
recently, the opening of The
Chapel and the amazing
generosity of others meaning
we could provide over 60 full
festive hampers to families in
our community (see picture
above).
This New Year update takes a
look at some of the highlights
from 2014 as well as looking
ahead to what’s in store for
2015.
As always, we thank everyone
for their continued support without you we couldn’t
continue to do what we do.
God bless

Kelly

What a great Christmas!
We were thrilled to be able to
deliver over 60 Christmas Hampers
and over 140 children’s toys to
families here in Totton.

This generosity enabled us to really
make a difference to the lives of
children, young people and families
here in Totton:

The food for the hampers was
kindly donated by individuals,
schools, churches and ASDA
customers - we were overwhelmed
by the generosity of others so thank
you. We were also delighted to
have been part of Wave 105’s
Mission Christmas appeal and
received hundreds of presents that
were donated by their listeners.

“I am so grateful for the YFM
hamper – I was penniless at
Christmas and would have gone
under without it.”
“Thanks to YFM I was able to

give my family a Christmas.”

The Chapel….an amazing start
We have been delighted with the first 8 weeks
of The Chapel. The response from the
community has been fantastic. If you haven’t
already visited, I encourage you to do so…..the
cakes are amazing and there are some great
items in the charity shop.
Put Saturday 7th February in your diary for The Chapel’s first
table top sale. Come and grab a bargain.

A fantastic 2014
It’s not until you look at the figures that you realise all that was achieved in 2014. Here are some of the highlights
from last year.

THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU…..

New projects for 2015
All our groups and activities are up and running after the Christmas and
New Year break. We are excited about all that 2015 will bring, including a
new group that has just started that supports parents of adopted
children. We also have our first parenting course of the year (‘Managing
your child’s angry feelings’) starting after February half term….and we
look forward to a first Spring at our community allotment.

Thank you...
We can never say enough thank yous to all the people that are involved
with YFM. Without your support we would not be able to continue the
work that we do.
With this newsletter is a list of special thank yous to the enormous
number of people that helped make The Chapel become a reality and a
success. Thank you and we apologise in advance for anyone we missed let us know and we will feature you next time!

Like us on Facebook: @Youth and Families Matter

Did you know…?
Just £7.50 pays for one support
session for one school pupil…..so for
just £30 a month a vulnerable child
in one of our local schools is seen
each week by our Schools Worker.

Just £10 pays for one child to
attend one day of playscheme,
providing much needed respite for a
family and allowing a child to have
fun in a safe and supportive
environment.

if you want to support our
work by giving financially,
please get in contact. Your
money can really make a
difference.

Youth and Families Matter, Testwood Baptist Church, 283a Salisbury Road, Totton, Southampton, Hampshire, SO40 3LZ
Tel: 02380 860320. Email: info@youthandfamiliesmatter.org.uk. www.youthandfamiliesmatter.org.uk

THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU…..

Getting The Chapel up and running has been a massive team effort with many people giving
sacrificially over the past year with their time and generosity. This list aims to recognise this in
a small way.
TO GOD, without Whom this project would mean nothing. He is at the centre of YFM's work and we rely on him for
the provision we pray The Chapel will bring to this.

TO THE TEAM THAT WORKED WITH STEVE REYNOLDS at the beginning of the year, stripping out the building, bringing in a
gas supply and starting the new electrics - you provided a base for YFM to work with and several folk have helped
again since June this year.

TO THE CHURCH OF THE CROSS TRUSTEES especially Jean, Carol & Roy for supporting us and the YFM Trustees for
catching the vision that allowed this (ad)venture to take place.

TO THE TRUSSELL TRUST and particularly Dan and Rachel for showing us what can be achieved and helping us get
there - so generous with your time and expertise.

TO THE NEIGHBOURS in Hammonds Green for their support and encouragement, particularly Dave who painted the
railings, sold the organ and generally kept popping in, Mary for cups of tea, Joyce for cream for my dodgy knee,
Dibbers for encouragement and tool loan plus the couple who donated a plasma TV.

TO STEVE AT HANDI HIRE who knew the building as a teenager, giving us such favourable rates for hiring a floor
sander and other bits and pieces.

TO LIBBY

for several patient days pulling little nails out of the wooden floor.

TO GRAHAM for giving his time and carpentry expertise above expectation and making the counter fit so well!
TO RYAN for turning a fairly sketchy plan into a fully functioning toilet suite, for advice and for the loan of his scary
tower.

TO BRIAN for being available at short notice to do a couple of days’ electrical work and likewise to Doug who then
came back again for more!

TO STEPH for amazing powers of persuasion with the West Quay management, and very late out of hours working,
enabling many items to be donated - awesome!

TO BEN for installing a new boiler (at a good price!) with Jonny's able assistance.
TO MATT for his consistent support and enthusiasm especially in gathering up teams of helpers at short notice on
several occasions and for carrying (literally!) the counter out of West Quay with Ray K.

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE 20'S/30'S who responded willingly to Matt's appeals and some even moving furniture until
midnight - Jude, Kath, Kathy, James, Tom, Rebecca, Rachel, Becky, Jenny, Sam, Bekkah, Ben, Rory, Amy...

TO THE OTHER CHURCH MEMBERS AND FAMILY who turned up on some evenings to help - Simon W, Andy, Ray M, Simon
C, Naomi, Ben, Paul & Sarah, Sally & Holly...

TO DARREN for amazing procurement of security equipment and then installing it in his spare time as well as
assisting the electrician and with the shed build - you have been a rock!

TO RICHARD AND RICK for laying a great quality floor so quickly in difficult light .

TO PETER AND WENDY for faithfully painting the counter off-site, being gracious about colour changes and being good
company when painting in the building on weekdays .

TO DAMIEN for agreeing to complete the electrical work on a tight schedule and then squeezing us in at weekends
when his other work demands unexpectedly increased.

TO ROGER for giving a day to paint.
TO SIMON L for his time and invaluable advice on setting up premises for catering.
TO STEVE G for several painting sessions and supporting the vision so enthusiastically (plus Hannah painting one day
too!).

TO JAMES and his team of plasterers for being able to do the work so quickly to a good standard and a fair price.
TO DALE AND ALLI for designing, supplying and fitting the kitchen to budget and on time as well as with immense
generosity.

TO KIRSTY for not only coming up with great logo, lighting and colour schemes, but actually doing so much of the
running around getting the items needed plus great advice on the coffee machine and many details too numerous
to mention.

TO TRISH for keeping us financially on track, paying bills promptly and setting up systems to enable us to trade with
her usual unfazed grace.

TO CAROLYN for her ongoing publicity work, setting up the Facebook page and generally getting the word out!
TO KELLY AND THE REST OF THE YFM TEAM not already mentioned for supporting the whole project and pitching in
with practical help before and after opening.

TO ANDY P, ANDY C AND ROSS for delivering the counter (on the 2nd attempt!) and also to the two Andys for their
superb help in building the shed.

TO STEVE R for his unseen help behind the scenes and willingness to help, even loaning his family barn for storage.
TO KEVIN at ABCO for being persistent in getting us the right glass doors - they look great!
TO GREG AND HIS TEAM in laying the concrete slab for the shed and juggling his time around to fit us in before the
New Year.

TO BILL, PETE, JAN, RICHARD AND STEVE K for their help with the shed build - you all came at just the right time with
the right skills to get the job done!

TO LAURA & SARA for making The Chapel such an immediate success - may you continue to do so and with such
hospitable hearts, you are already making a difference in the community.

TO JONNY H for the awesome 45 second alarm response call!
TO LEAH AND ANNA for cleaning and helping prepare The Chapel for opening the nights before.
TO JONNY M for support in the final crucial run up days and for his ongoing support of Laura!
TO ALL THE VOLUNTEERS that are getting involved and to everyone that supports The Chapel by donating items, buying
charity shop items or a buying coffee and cake.

To - dare I say this? - anyone I haven't mentioned that has played any part in this exciting new
project - every single person's contribution has made a difference….STUART BASSHAM

